The interaction between electron-electron and electron-hole pairs in semiconductor nanorods embedded in dielectric media is investigated using a configuration-interaction method. Contrary to spherical quantum dots of similar volume, the dielectric confinement is shown to bring nanorods into a regime of strong configuration mixing. The wave functions are particularly sensitive to such mixing, which leads to qualitative changes in the electronic and optical properties of the rods. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.79.161301 PACS number͑s͒: 73.21.La, 77.22.Ej, 78.67.Hc, 71.27.ϩa Semiconductor quantum rods or nanorods ͑NRs͒ are colloidal quantum dots with strong radial confinement and variable length.
Similar to NCs, NRs are usually embedded in insulating media, whose dielectric constant is much lower than that of the semiconductor structure. This dielectric mismatch gives rise to a so-called dielectric confinement, which greatly enhances the Coulomb interactions inside the semiconductor. 11, 12 In spherical NCs, however, owing to the strong quantum confinement, Coulomb interactions are usually a first-order perturbation effect for the low-lying states. 13 Furthermore, a strong spatial confinement leads to compensations between electron and hole charge distributions, 14, 15 so that the optical properties are barely affected by the dielectric environment.
None of these restrictions apply to NRs, where the longitudinal confinement may be fairly weak. Indeed, the dielectric confinement has been held responsible for the large variation in the optical gap of CdSe NRs as compared to the transport one. 7, 16 What is more, NRs are the zerodimensional counterpart of quantum wires, where variations in the dielectric confinement have been shown to induce drastic changes in the binding energy and oscillator strength of excitons, thus enabling Coulomb interaction engineering. [17] [18] [19] One may then wonder to which extent the single-particle and perturbational treatments of Coulomb interactions that dominate the literature of NRs ͑Refs. 6-10͒ provide a valid description of the optoelectronic properties.
In this work, we perform a theoretical study of the effect of the dielectric confinement on interacting particles ͑two electrons or one electron and one hole͒ confined in a semiconductor NR. A numerical procedure is used which allows us to estimate the effect of the dielectric environment for arbitrary three-dimensional potentials, thus addressing realistic geometries. Electron correlations are then accounted for exactly using an effective mass-configuration-interaction ͑CI͒ scheme. We go beyond energetic effects and illustrate the influence of the dielectric confinement on the wave function, as well as on derived properties such as the electronhole recombination probability.
The fully three-dimensional model allows us to compare the behavior of rods with that of spherical dots. In the absence of dielectric mismatch, both systems may be well described by a perturbational model of the Coulomb interaction. However, with increasing mismatch, electronic correlations in the rod can reach very high values. This is made possible by the rod shape. The small radius makes the charge confined inside very sensitive to the external dielectric medium, while the weak longitudinal confinement renders the system prone to configuration mixing. It then follows that the physics of NRs in dielectric surroundings is far from the strong confinement picture. Signatures of the severe configuration mixing, such as enhanced exciton emission, the appearance of new optical modes, or Wigner localization of few-electron states, are predicted.
The electron and hole single-particle states are described with effective-mass Hamiltonians which, in cylindrical coordinates and atomic units, read as 20
͑1͒
where i = e , h is a subscript denoting electron or hole, respectively. m i is the azimuthal angular momentum and V i ͑ , z͒ is the spatial confinement potential, which is zero inside the nanostructure and V i out outside. m ,i ‫ء‬ ͑ , z͒ and m z,i ‫ء‬ ͑ , z͒ are the position-dependent effective masses in the plane and along the vertical direction. For electrons we use isotropic masses m ,e ‫ء‬ ͑ , z͒ = m z,e ‫ء‬ ͑ , z͒. For holes, however, the mass anisotropy is important, as it is responsible for the heavy-hole to light-hole ground-state transition that occurs as the aspect ratio of the nanostructure increases. 21 Hamiltonian ͑1͒ is integrated numerically using a finite differences scheme.
In order to determine the electrostatic potential V Coulomb ͑r͒, in a medium with spatially inhomogeneous dielectric constant ͑r͒, we rewrite the Poisson equation in terms of volumetric source charges plus induced polarization charges,
͑2͒
Here ͑r͒ is the source charge density, which is obtained from the electron eigenstates of Eq. ͑1͒, and p ͑r͒ is the polarization charge density, which we calculate with a method equivalent to the induced charge computation one proposed by Boda et al. 22 The Coulomb interaction is then taken into account by means of a CI procedure. The twoelectron ͑exciton͒ states are built as a linear combination of a large number of Slater determinants ͑Hartree products͒ obtained by filling in the single-particle eigenstates in all possible ways consistent with symmetry requirements, granting energy convergence within 0.1 meV. 23 The fully interacting
Hamiltonian is diagonalized, exploiting orbital and spin symmetries. 24 In our calculations, we study a typical CdSe NR. The rod is composed by a cylinder of radius R = 2 nm and length L = 8 nm attached to two hemispherical caps of radius R = 2 nm in the extremes, giving a total length of L tot =12 nm ͑see inset in Fig. 2͒ . For comparison, we also study a spherical NC with roughly the same volume, i.e., R = 3.15 nm. The material parameters are m e ‫ء‬ ͑ , z͒ = 0.13 inside the structure and 1 outside and ͑␥ 1 , ␥ 2 ͒ = ͑1.66, 0.41͒ inside and ͑1.0, 0.0͒ outside. 25 The confinement potential of the outer media is set to V e out = V h out = 4 eV. The dielectric constant is fixed at ͑r͒ = 9.2 inside and we vary the outer value out to simulate the effect of different surrounding media. For NRs, the ground state is assumed to be a light hole, 7, 21 so the CI is built on a subspace of light-hole states. Conversely, for spherical NCs we use heavy holes.
I. ELECTRON-ELECTRON INTERACTION
We start by investigating the two-electron case. Figure  1͑a͒ compares the electron-electron repulsion energy V ee for the ground state of the NR and the NC as a function of the dielectric mismatch. As can be seen, the repulsion energy in the NR experiences a similar enhancement to that of the spherical NC. For a usual surrounding medium of out = 2.0, V ee is over three times larger than the value one may expect neglecting the dielectric confinement. To quantify the amount of V ee which is not captured by simple perturbational descriptions of the interaction, in the figure inset we depict the correlation energy defined as E corr = V ee 0 − V ee . Here V ee 0 is the expectation value of the Coulomb repulsion for the dominant configuration in the CI expansion. At this point, we observe a first difference between NRs and NCs. In the absence of dielectric mismatch, E corr is about twice larger for the NR. This is due to the weak confinement in the long axis direction. Furthermore, with increasing mismatch the ratio increases up to six, revealing much stronger correlation effects in NRs as compared to NCs.
Since the effect of correlations on the wave function is even more pronounced than that on the energies, in Fig. 1͑b͒ we analyze the amount of configuration mixing experienced by the ground state, i.e., the weight of the CI expansion which does not come from the dominant Slater determinant. The different behavior of NCs and NRs is now striking. The configuration mixing is minor for the spherical dot, 13 but it becomes very large for dielectrically confined NRs.
The influence of the configuration mixing on the groundstate wave function is apparent in Fig. 2 . In the figure, we represent the charge density of one electron along the vertical axis of the nanostructure after integrating over the coordinates of the second electron, for a spherical NC ͑left͒ and a NR ͑right͒. Solid and dotted lines are used for the cases with and without dielectric confinement. While the NC wave function remains essentially unaltered by the dielectric confinement, the NR wave function develops a valley in the center of the structure. This is a clear indication that Wigner localization is taking place in the NR, which will have direct implications for transport processes 26 and shell-filling spectroscopy.
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II. ELECTRON-HOLE INTERACTION
Next we investigate the effect of the dielectric confinement on the exciton ground state. The results summarized in Fig. 3 are qualitatively the same as in the two-electron case, but correlations are now even stronger because of the large mass of the holes. Thus, in Fig. 3͑a͒ one can see that the dielectric confinement enhances the electron-hole attraction ͑binding͒ energy V eh at a similar rate for NRs and NCs. 28 However the correlation energies are several times larger in the case of NRs ͑figure inset͒, for they undergo a sizable amplification with increasing dielectric mismatch. The effect of correlations is mostly felt through the wave function. As can be seen in Fig. 3͑b͒ , for a typical dielectric medium of out = 2.0, the exciton ground state in the spherical NC is essentially given by the dominant Hartree product ͑an electron and a hole in the lowest single-particle orbitals͒, which validates the perturbation treatment. By contrast, the NR ground state contains over 30% of excited configurations admixed through Coulomb correlations. Obviously, this strong mixing modifies the exciton wave function. This has important effects on the optical properties of the NR which are not captured by usual perturbational descriptions. In what follows, we illustrate some of these effects.
In large size quantum dots, it has been shown that correlations enhance the exciton luminescence. 29 We can show that this effect is also present in dielectrically confined NRs by calculating the electron-hole recombination probability, by means of the dipole approximation and a Fermi golden rule
Here c i gs is the ground-state CI expansion coefficient corresponding to the Hartree product formed by the electron and hole spin orbitals i e and i h . P is the Kane matrix element. Figure 4͑a͒ shows the exciton recombination probability in a NR and a NC as a function of the dielectric mismatch. As expected, the recombination probability in the NR is always larger than that in the NC. 16 In addition, with increasing dielectric mismatch, the luminescence of the NR increases up to 40%: a clear signature of the strong correlations affecting the wave function.
Correlated wave functions are more sensitive to environmental perturbations than strongly confined ones. A manifestation of this is shown next. We simulate the absorption spectrum of a NR A͑E͒ = ͚ j P j ␦͑E − E j ͒, where E is the incident photon energy and P j is the recombination probability of the jth exciton state, with energy E j . The NR is subject to a moderate electric field of 50 kV/cm along the vertical direction, which breaks the parity symmetry, thus enabling optical transitions from the first-excited exciton state. The spectra are offset for clarity. The high-energy peak at out compares the absorption spectrum without and with dielectric mismatch. In the absence of dielectric mismatch, when correlations are weaker, only the fundamental transition is visible. The first-excited transition is still negligible, as it involves the lowest single-electron orbital ͑1s e ͒, which is quasigerade, and the first-excited single-hole orbital ͑2s h ͒, which is quasiungerade. In the presence of dielectric mismatch a new transition appears. This transition corresponds to the first-excited exciton state because now the correlations lead to a strong mixing of the 1s e 2s h and 1s e 1s h configurations, the latter orbitals having a large overlap. A similar response may be originated by molecular dipoles in the vicinity of the rod, which suggests that dielectrically confined NRs are suited structures for sensing applications.
In conclusion, we have shown that the dielectric confinement of colloidal NRs leads to non-negligible configuration mixing effects, which are not captured by the usual singleparticle or perturbational descriptions of Coulomb interactions. The configuration mixing induces important changes in the few-body wave function, which have visible consequences on the optical and transport properties of NRs, including improved luminescence and sensitivity. Our results indicate that the optical properties of NRs may be engineered by controlling the regime of Coulomb interaction. Even though the calculations were carried out for a 12-nm-long CdSe NR, the findings apply also to different materials and correlations will be even more relevant for longer NRs.
